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POLES DESTROY TWO NIGHT RAIDERS IN SEVEN MINUTES

Three night raiders destroyed within a week, is the record of a Polish

night fighter crew belonging to a British Beaufighter squadron.

Two of their victims were shot dam within the space of seven minutes in a

patrol off the South Coast,

The Poles has been in the air for about an hour when they intercepted a

Heinkel 111 heading for England,

Attacking alternatively from both sides, the pilot, a Squadron Leader, saw

his cannon shells bursting on the enemy aircraft and there was a vivid flash

from one of the Heinkel's engines.

As the raider dived steeply, the Poles followed, the pilot getting in

several more bursts, shooting pieces off the wings and engine, until the German

disappeared into the sea, leaving a trail of sparks.

Seven minutes later, a Junkers 88 had joined the Heinkel in the water.

As the Beaufighter climbed to resume patrol the Junkers was sighted 100

feet above and the Polish pilot manoeuvred for another attack.

He opened fire at the nose of the enemy, pressing home his attack in the

face of return fire from the German gunners.

A second burst put one of the gunners out of action, and the Junkers began

to take evasive action, with the second gunner still firing.

Eventually the enemy pilot lost control, and the Junkers side-slipped into

the sea.

The Northern Lights helped the Poles to find their third victim - a

Dernier 217 - a few nights later. Two bursts were sufficient to send it biasing

into the sea.


